
THE AIRPORT: THE INSIDE STORY
Pic Transportation

Learn how everything works at the
airport, including airplanes! Meet the
pilots, the luggage handlers and more in
this informative picture book.

LOCOMOTIVE
Pic Transportation Trains

This Caldecott Award winner takes you
back to 1869 when the transcontinental
railroad was new and big large trains
ruled the rails.

MILITARY SHIPS AND
SUBMARINES
Pic Transportation Boats

Learn all about how military groups use
boats and ships in their daily operations.

AMAZING AIRPLANES
Pic Transportation

This illustrated book describes parts of
the plane and the people who get them
ready for takeoff.

THINGS THAT
GO

NON-FICTION PICTURE
BOOKS

GO, GO, MONSTER TRUCKS!
Pic Transportation

This non-fiction picture books talks
about famous monster trucks, what
drivers wear in an easy-to-read rhyming
verse with lots of photos. Perfect for
toddlers!

FIRE TRUCKS
Pic Transportation

This book explores the duties, parts, and
different kinds of fire trucks. Lots of
photos, with labels help kids to recognize
the equipment on the trucks that
firefighters use. 

COOL CARS
Pic Transportation

From limousines to sports cars, this book
features all kinds of cool cars driven by
animals! The rhyming text and bold
illustrations make this a fun read for kids.
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PICTURE BOOKS

BOATS FLOAT!
Pic Lyon

This rhyming picture book describes all
kinds of different boats, with fun bright
illustrations.

THE CARS AND TRUCKS BOOK
Pic Parr

With his signature bold colors and thick
lines, Parr shows us how all kinds of
cars and trucks help people everyday.

TRUCKS ON TRUCKS
Pic Fairbank

Big trucks, little trucks, red, trucks, blue
trucks, this books explores trucks of all
sizes and colors.

TRAIN
Pic Cooper

All aboard! Take a ride on a various
different trains, like freight trains or
high speed trains, as we travel from
coast to coast.

LET’S BUILD A LITTLE TRAIN
Pic Richards

Follow along with an engineer and
her workers as they build a train
from beginning to end! Young kids
will get excited seeing all the
different train parts and how they
come together

MOON PLANE
Pic McCarty

A boy looks up into the sky and sees an
airplane. He imagines what it would be
like to be in that airplane, flying to the
moon. 

TUGBOAT BILL AND THE RIVER
RESCUE
Pic Brill

Tugboat Bill and his friend Mabel a
barge, sail up and down the river
together, but are often made fun of by
the bigger boats. However, when a kitten
falls into the water, who better to save
the day then Tugboat Bill!

LITTLE PLANE LEARNS TO
WRITE
Pic Savage

Little plane is in flight school and is
learning to write. He loves practicing,
excepts when it comes to loopity-loops.

LITTLE BLUE TRUCK
Board Schertle

Little Blue Truck makes friends with
farm animals as he drives down the
road, when all of a sudden he sees a
dump truck stuck in the mud. He goes
to help the dump truck, but gets stuck
himself. However, the farm animals he
made along his way come to help him
out. 

HOW TO TRACK A TRUCK
Pic Eaton

Finding the perfect truck in the wild and
taming it to be your pet requires lots of
knowledge, such as knowing different
trucks natural habitats, what they like to
eat, and how to make the truck come to
you!
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